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Three key points of this presentation

• Protesters’ (crowd) behaviour is not mindless rather it follows a rationale based
on group interactions and identities.

• Importance of the perceived political context where protests take place.

• How others think about protest might lead to people support for the violent
tactics.



• “At the beginning of June 1961, after a long and anxious assessment
of the South African situation, I, and some colleagues, came to the
conclusion that as violence in this country was inevitable, it would
be unrealistic and wrong for African leaders to continue preaching
peace and non-violence at a time when the Government met our
peaceful demands with force. This conclusion was not easily arrived
at. It was only when all else had failed, when all channels of
peaceful protest had been barred to us, that the decision was made
to embark on violent forms of political struggle…”.Nelson Mandela,
1964.



Sharpeville massacre. South 
Africa, 1960. 

Protests against Chilean 
dictatorship in the 1980s

2010 student protests, the UK.
2017 G20 protests, Germany.



Classical approach to crowd behaviour.

• Crowds as inherently dangerous, impulsive, and ‘irrational’.

• G. Le Bon (1895) proposed three mechanisms to explain crowd behaviour:

a) People would lose their individual identity within the crowd (Submergence).

b) Presence of uncritical social influence among the participants (Contagion).

c) Suggestibility (state of mind).



Social Identity Theory and Self-Categorization Theory

• Identity as shared

• Multiple identities

• Crowd events as two groups (“us” and “them”).

• Depersonalization: Redefinition of the self in terms of group membership. 
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Elaborated Social Identity Model (ESIM). 



Practical applications of the ESIM (policing the crowd):

• Principles relating to the effective management of crowds (Stott, 2009):

• a) Educate police forces.
• b) Facilitate.
• c) Communicate (police force intentions).
• d) Differentiate (between groups and individual within the crowd). Selective and
discriminate actions.

• The perceived fairness of the police procedures depend on the dynamics of
previous encounters, while the identification with the police and its legitimacy
may change through the interaction with the police (Radburn & Stott, 2018).



What is missing in ESIM?



• Do these dynamics apply to bystanders?

• Non-protests participants’ reasons to support protesters’ tactics.

• Role of identity (and political solidarity) with the protesters from a non-protest
participant’s point of view.
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How do we consider the use of violent tactics?

• Violent tactic as a subset of collective action.

• Well-known distinction between normative and non-normative actions is not
enough to capture the dynamic process involved in the use of (and support for)
violent tactics by protesters.

• Violence is historically situated, contextual, and relational (as a function of
identity). Therefore, it uses can be collectively legitimised under certain
circumstances in different historical moments.



• “What do they know of social psychology who only social psychology
know?... If academics know only their discipline, enclosed within its
artificially drawn boundaries, then they know not their discipline – or
to be more precise, they know not the topics that their discipline
supposedly addresses. No matter how conventionally successful they
might be; no matter how their careers might progress upwards in
straight lines; no matter how many honours the self-designated
‘learned societies’ of their discipline bestow upon them; none of that
is sufficient.” (Billig, 2018, p. 291).



SPO (Subjective Political Openness) foundations

- Bridge between sociology, political sciences, and social psychology advances in
collective active action following van Zomeren’s claim (2016).

- It takes Political Opportunities (and Political Openness) as a reference framework.

- It integrates the presence of repression as a dimension that should be considered
along the political opportunities (Della Porta, 1995; Tilly, 1978).

- It considers the broader political context where protests take place.



We developed SPO (Subjective Political Openness) scale

SPO refers to people´s perceptions about the degree of openness in their
general political milieu towards marches and protests conducted by different
social movements. In other words, this concept is associated with individual
evaluations of the tolerance levels shown by the political system and its
actors towards the presence and development of large political
demonstrations.

1. Government Openness
2. Presence of repression
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samples in two 
different studies.
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However, this was our theoretical model (SPO)…



In other words…
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So far…

• People might be more willing to support the use of violence during protests when
they perceive the political context as less open.

• Political conditions might influence the way people perceive some social norms
(e.g., protesting) are legitimized by other people.

• The opinion of others about protests leads to the support for the use of violence
for British people only. What are the reasons behind these differences?



Potential sources of differences between the UK and 
Chile.

• Recent history

• Policing methods

• Routinization of protests in Chile.

• Political socialization
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Replication in Germany

• Mass media:
a) It is one of the reference groups for social movements (Neidhardt & Rutch, 1991).
b) Mass media might be a component (with stable and dynamic elements) of political

opportunities (Gamson, 1996).
c) Mass media might affect people’s perceptions of protests (Schwartz, 2016)
d) Alternative media consumption might affect people’s support for protesters tactics (Lee,
2018).

• Perception of laws.
It is another reference group for social movements (Neidhardt & Rutch, 1991) which set
the conditions and legal framework of protest policing (Della Porta, 1995).
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Legitimacy in social-psychological literature on collective 
action.

• Mainly focus on:

• a) Illegitimacy / injustice of intergroup disadvantage (Tajfel & Turner, 1979; van
Zomeren et al., 2008).

• b) System-defensive motivations (Jost, Becker, Osborne, & Badaan, 2017).

• c) Police legitimacy (Gau, 2014; Gerber et al, 2018).

• d) Legitimacy given by non-activists to protests (Chayinska, Minescu, & McGarty,
2017; Jiménez-Moya, Miranda, González, Drury, & Saavedra, 2018)
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Main advantages of using the collective legitimization of 
protests (given by others)

• Differentiate personal opinions from collective thoughts about protests.

• Knowing how people perceive the act of protest can be (de)legitimized by
different social groups within a specific political context.

• Have an idea of the cultural rules on social transformation. This might be in line
with van Zomeren’s (2018) claims about including the ”context” in
the understanding of social transformation and violence.



Limitations of this research

• Bifactor models (as SPO) are not simple to calculate and a large sample is
required to use them as mediators in SEM (Gonzalez & McKinnon, 2016).

• There is no differentiation between those who witness the protest in situ and
those who receive the message through mass media, alternative media, and
social media.

• SPO does not distinguish between actual perceptions and political knowledge
acquired through political socialization (e.g., from family or community).

• Research carried out in Western and democratic countries.



Future agenda

• Explore the mechanism through which the legitimization of protests (in general)
might lead to support specific tactics in protests (e.g., use of violence)
considering:

• a) Different levels of perceived (il)legitimacy given by others to protests. For
instance Chileans’ legitimacy given to protests (acceptance vs criminalisation).

• b) How perceived legitimacy given by others might change according (or is related
to) the legitimacy authorities give to protests.



• c) The potential relationship between legitimization of protests and identification 
with protesters (e.g., Nicaragua protests). 

• d) if the legitimization of protest depends upon who the protesters are (e.g., neo-
Nazi rallies).



Next practical steps

• Thematic analysis on interviews with non-protests participants in the UK
(addressing point b of the agenda).

• Experiment manipulating legitimacy given by others to protests in the UK and
Catalonia to explore identity and/or political solidarity as mechanisms to predict
the support for violent tactics (addressing points a, c, & d of the agenda).

• Replication of the correlational study in Hong Kong (addressing points b & c of the
agenda).



Take-home message

People’s perceptions of their political context, and others’ thoughts on 
protests, are important to understand the rationale through which non-
protests participants might support the use of violence by protesters in 

a particular historical time and place.
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